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Role of inter-domain cavity in the attachment of the orange carotenoid protein to the
phycobilisome core and to the fluorescence recovery protein

Dmitry V. Zlenkoa*, Pavel M. Krasilnikova and Igor N. Stadnichukb,1

aFaculty of Biology, Lomonosov State University, 119234, Lenin Hills 1/12, Moscow, Russia; bA.N. Bakh Institute of Biochemistry
RAS, 119071, Leninsky Prospekt 33/2, Moscow, Russia

Communicated by Ramaswamy H. Sarma

(Received 18 November 2014; accepted 15 April 2015)

Using molecular modeling and known spatial structure of proteins, we have derived a universal 3D model of the orange
carotenoid protein (OCP) and phycobilisome (PBS) interaction in the process of non-photochemical PBS quenching. The
characteristic tip of the phycobilin domain of the core-membrane linker polypeptide (LCM) forms the attachment site on
the PBS core surface for interaction with the central inter-domain cavity of the OCP molecule. This spatial arrangement
has to be the most advantageous one because the LCM, as the major terminal PBS-fluorescence emitter, accumulates
energy from the most other phycobiliproteins within the PBS before quenching by OCP. In agreement with the con-
structed model, in cyanobacteria, the small fluorescence recovery protein is wedged in the OCP’s central cavity, weaken-
ing the PBS and OCP interaction. The presence of another one protein, the red carotenoid protein, in some
cyanobacterial species, which also can interact with the PBS, also corresponds to this model.

Keywords: allophycocyanin; fluorescence recovery protein; LCM–polypeptide; orange carotenoid protein; phycobilisome
(s); red carotenoid protein

1. Introduction

The primary light-harvesting antennae in cyanobacteria
are phycobilisomes (PBS), giant phycobiliprotein com-
plexes containing phycobilin chromophores. Cyanobacte-
rial PBS consist of (i) a central tri-cylindrical core
composed of disk-shaped allophycocyanin (APC) trimers
and (ii) six lateral rods emanating fanlike from the core
and built up of stacked hexamers of other phycobilipro-
teins (Adir, 2005; Watanabe & Ikeuchi, 2013). The short-
term light adaptation process that reversibly increases
thermal dissipation of excess energy in PBS (Rakhim-
berdieva, Stadnichuk, Elanskaya, & Karapetyan, 2004;
Wilson et al., 2006) upon exposure of cyanobacteria to
intense light, is called non-photochemical fluorescence
quenching (NPQ). The water-soluble orange carotenoid
protein (OCP) containing a single molecule of the keto-
carotenoid 3ʹ-hydroxyechinenone (Holt & Krogmann,
1981) is known to realize the NPQ of PBS (Kirilovsky &
Kerfeld, 2013). The OCP exists in two forms: an inactive,
dark-stable orange form (OCPo) and a photoactive, meta-
stable red form (OCPr) that can be generated by intense
blue-green light illumination (Wilson et al., 2008) and
causes photoprotection through direct interaction with the
PBS (Gwizdala, Wilson, & Kirilovsky, 2011; Stadnichuk
et al., 2011).

The spatial localization of the OCPr molecule in com-
plex with the PBS is extremely important for evaluation
of the molecular quenching mechanism. The large – two
orders of magnitude (35 kDa vs. ~3–5 MDa) – difference
between the molecular masses of OCP and PBS, respec-
tively (Adir, 2005; Kerfeld, 2004), means that the attach-
ment site of the OCP to the PBS has to be very specific.
As the mutants lacking lateral PBS cylinders in the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter
referred to as Synechocystis) were still capable of NPQ,
the OCPr binding site was attributed to the PBS core
(Scott et al., 2006; Stadnichuk, Lukashev, & Elanskaya,
2009; Wilson et al., 2008). The tri-cylindrical core sub-
complex (M ~ 1.2 MDa) consists of one upper and two
basal cylinders; each of these is composed of four stacked
(αβ)3-APC trimer discs (Adir, 2005; Watanabe & Ikeuchi,
2013). X-ray diffraction studies on APC crystals have
revealed that each (αβ)3 disk is ~3 nm thick and has a
diameter of ~11 nm which involves a central hole in
diameter of ~3.5 nm (McGregor, Klartag, David, & Adir,
2008). The boomerang-shaped monomeric (αβ) units
form a threefold symmetry of the (αβ)3 trimer. The chro-
mophores covalently bound to cysteine residues α81 and
β81 are packed rigidly in their respective pigment-bind-
ing pockets. The PBS core also possesses three minor
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solely chromophorylated red-shifted polypeptides that
replace corresponding α- and β-subunits of APC: ApcD
(αB), ApcF (β18), and LCM (ApcE, or anchor protein)
(Adir, 2005; Watanabe & Ikeuchi, 2013). These polypep-
tides form in two basal cylinders four kinds of APC tri-
mers: (αβ)3, (αβ)3L7.8, (αβ)2(α

Bβ), and (αβ)2(PBLCMβ
18),

where PBLCM indicates the chromophorylated domain of

90 kDa LCM polypeptide and L7.8 – a small colorless
linker polypeptide (Figure 1). Unlike ApcD and ApcF
(Jallet, Gwizdala, & Kirilovsky, 2012; Stadnichuk et al.,
2012), the interaction of OCP with purified LCM in vitro
completed with the use of some spectral and biochemical
methods in vivo indicated that OCP quenches the
PBLCM-chromophore (Stadnichuk et al., 2012, 2013).

As the crystallographic and NMR data for the PBS,
OCPr, and LCM are unavailable, the most probable
mutual spatial arrangement of the OCP and PBS in their
complex was modeled in silico (Stadnichuk et al., 2013)
by a docking procedure using the crystal structures of
OCPo (Kerfeld, 2004) and APC (Brejc, Ficner, Huber, &
Steinbacher, 1995). The OCP is composed of N- and
C-terminal domains separated by a big central cavity; the
carotenoid spans both domains (Kerfeld, 2004; Wilson
et al., 2010). The total cavity-volume equal to 895 Å3

was proposed by Kerfeld (2004) large enough for a sub-
stantial interaction with another protein. It turned out that
the characteristic tip on the lateral surface of the APC
trimer and the intra-domain cavity of the OCP molecule
form the model of the probable site of the OCP and PBS
interaction (Figure 2 and Stadnichuk et al., 2013). In the
present work, we demonstrate that the PBLCM-domain,
being highly homologous to the αAPC (Gao et al., 2012;
McGregor et al., 2008), could substitute for it in APC
trimer using molecular modeling methods. The devel-
oped 3D model of the OCP–(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18) super-
complex fully corresponds to the interaction of the OCP
and PBS through the established biochemical instrumen-
tality of OCP and LCM (Stadnichuk et al., 2012, 2013).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the tricylindrical PBS
core of Synechocystis. Each cylinder consists of four discs and
each disc represents a trimer composed of six phycobiliprotein
subunits – each of them contains one phycobilin chromophore.
Numbering refers the corresponding subunit composition of the
disc. While the top cylinder contains only APC trimers – with
or without the small L7.8-linker – the two compositionally
identical bottom cylinders, adjacent to the thylakoid membrane,
also contain three terminal emitters, ApcD, ApcF, and PB
domain of LCM (ApcE) as indicated. Reproduced from
(Stadnichuk et al., 2013).

Figure 2. Molecular model of OCP-APC complex. Constructed 3D model showing the attachment of OCP (orange) to the APC tri-
mer (cyan); carotenoid (dark orange) and phycobilin (dark blue) chromophores here and in Figure 6 and 8 are shown as dark sticks.
Reproduced from (Stadnichuk et al., 2013) with alterations.
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The fluorescence recovery protein (FRP) whose
crystal structure was recently established (Sutter et al.,
2013), is a 13 kDa protein that does not bind a chro-
mophore and is found in cyanobacterial species that
also contain the OCP (Boulay, Wilson, D’Haene, &
Kirilovsky, 2010; Sutter et al., 2013). FRP is known to
accelerate the reversibility of the NPQ process in the
dark (Boulay et al., 2010) and, like PBS, interacts with
the red active form of OCP (Gwizdala, Wilson, Omari-
Nasser, & Kirilovsky, 2013). By a docking procedure, in
agreement with the particular role of the OCP intra-do-
main cavity and FRP functionality, we demonstrate that
FRP could be wedged in the OCP’s cavity, weakening
the PBS and OCP interaction. Some cyanobacterial spe-
cies contain small amounts of the16 kDa red carotenoid
protein (RCP) that, most probably, is formed in a
cyanobacterial cell by the limited proteolysis followed
by a loss of the C-terminal domain of the OCP (Chábera,
Durchan, Shih, Kerfeld, & Polívka, 2011; Kerfeld,

2004). Like the OCP, the RCP is also capable of quench-
ing the PBS fluorescence (Leverenz et al., 2014). The
same OCP’s attachment site on the PBS surface also
could participate in RCP docking, as was revealed by
our simple molecular modeling.

2. Methods

The 3D structure of OCP–APC trimer complex as well
as of OCP–FRP complex were explored using the Hex
Protein Docking online service with standard settings
(Macindoe, Mavridis, Venkatraman, Devignes, & Ritchie,
2010). Proteins were considered as rigid bodies interact-
ing through electrostatic and Van der Waals forces. The
initial coordinates of protein atoms to built up 3D
models were obtained from Protein Data Bank: 1M98
(UniProt sequence P83689) for OCP from Arthrospira
maxima (Kerfeld et al., 2003), 4JDX (P74103) for FRP
from Synechocystis (Sutter et al., 2013), and code 1ALL

Figure 3. Pair alignment of primary sequences of αAPC (P72504) with PBLCM (K1WBP7) (A) and βAPC (P72505) with β18

(D4ZTI6) (B) from PBS of A. platensis. Positively charged residues are highlighted with green color, negative – with red and
hydrophobic – with violet. Residues Cys81 of αAPC, Cys201 of PBLCM, Cys81 of βAPC, and Cys82 of β18, which bind a chro-
mophore molecule are marked with a red frame.
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(P72504 for αAPC and P72505 for βAPC) for the (αβ)3
APC trimer from Arthrospira platensis (Brejc et al.,
1995). The highest scored OCP–APC and OCP–FRP
complex structures represent the most likely mutual ori-
entation of proteins in the assemblies. Homology-based
3D molecular model of the PB polypeptide domain of
LCM (K1WBP7, 19–243 a.a.), which is homologous to
αAPC (29.8 % of identical positions outside the PB loop
region, Figure 3(A)) was created (Figure 4(A)) using the
MODELLER software (Baker, Sept, Joseph, Holst, &

McCammon, 2001). The 3D structure of the β18-
polypeptide (D4ZTI6), which is highly homologous to
βAPC polypeptide (identity 55.9 %, Figure 3(B)) was
also created through homology modeling (Figure 4(B)).
Coordinates of obtained earlier OCP–APC trimer com-
plex (Figure 2 and Stadnichuk et al., 2013) were used as
a reference to achieve smooth optimization of PBLCM

geometry with a standard automodel class for the whole
structure model (19–243 a.a. region of ApcE) and loop-
model class for a loop region (77–117 a.a. in full ApcE

Figure 4. Stereo views of homology-based 3D models. (A) A 3D model demonstrating structural similarity between the PB domain
of LCM and αAPC (cyan). The highly homologous to αAPC part of PBLCM is shown in green. The flexible part of the PB loop is
shown in red color, and the rigid one – in blue. The phycobilin chromophores here and in Fig. 4B are not shown for clarity. (B) A
high similarity model of the β18 polypeptide (green) and βAPC (cyan). (C) PBLCM (green) and αAPC (cyan) phycobilin cromophore
relative positions in their protein binding pockets. PBLCM chromophore is bound to the opposite side of the pocket and thus displaced
toward the protein surface.
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gene sequence, K1WBP7, or 59–119 a.a. in correspond-
ing αAPC sequence, P72504, or PB domain) refinement.
The conformation of a long (60 a.a.) PB loop could not
be accurately revealed through homology modeling
because of the absence of similarity of this fragment to
any known protein with resolved structure. Nevertheless,
our assumption that PB loop participates in the PBS–OCP
interaction allowed us to choose one of the conformations,
where the PB loop is fully pushed into the central cavity
of OCP. The phycobilin chromophore of the PBLCM was
placed in the corresponding apoprotein pocket to achieve
chromophore position analogous to the αAPC, but not
exactly the same (Figure 4(C)). The GROMACS software
package was used to determine the area of the interaction
interface by the SASA algorithm with a sample particle
radius equal to 1.4 Å and for geometry optimization
(Pronk et al., 2013). Proposed solid geometry of the
16 kDa RCP based on the known proteolysis sites
(Kerfeld, 2004; Leverenz et al., 2014) was used to build
up the RCP–PBS core model. The final geometrical mod-
els of all complexes were optimized with GROMACS
software (Pronk et al., 2013) with the no steric clash. All
structural visualizations were performed using the PyMOL
Molecular Graphics System.

3. Results

3.1. Molecular model of OCP–PBS interaction

The salient lateral surface of the APC trimer discs could
easily be accessed by other proteins. The visual analysis
reveals that the shape of characteristic tip on the lateral
surface of the APC trimer corresponds well to the shape
of the OCP central cavity located between N- and C-
terminal domains of this protein (Figure 5). So, we have
tested if the interaction between the APC tip and OCP
cavity is possible through simple rigid-body docking
procedure (HEX, Macindoe et al., 2010). The top 10
results of HEX protein docking calculations were
approximately the same: the tip of αAPC was located
inside the OCP central cavity. All obtained conforma-
tions have the effective energy values much below zero
(Etot = –4000 to 5000 kJ/mole), and differ only in the
OCP orientation angle. The top scored structure with a
long axis of OCP molecule orientation within the APC
trimer plane has a value of Etot = –5103 kJ/mole, and the
total area of intermolecular interface of 2600 Å2. This
value is enough low and calculated area is enough suffi-
cient to decide that obtained conformation is reasonable.
The complementarity of OCP and APC trimer surfaces is
also confirmed by quantification of hydrogen bonds
possibly formed between interacting proteins. According
to the obtained model, the 19 hydrogen bonds could be
formed by OCP molecule: 16 with αAPC polypeptide
and 3 with βAPC (Table 1). Besides, a hydrophobic con-
tact can be realized inside the OCP cavity: hydrophobic

residues on the apex of the αAPC tip (P68, G69, and
Y73) maintain a close contact with the OCP residues
P103 and V159. All these data allow us to propose that
interaction between the central cavity of OCP and the tip
on the surface of αAPC in (αβ)3-trimer is possible and
could be realized. Moreover, the distance between cen-
ters of mass of carotenoid cofactor of OCP and phyco-
bilin cofactor of αAPC appears to be quite short
(~ 21 Å, Stadnichuk et al., 2013), which is of great
importance for the efficiency of energy transfer. Cofac-
tors are drawn together closer than in the other known
recent OCP–PBS interaction model (Zhang et al., 2014).
Besides, in constructed model the native spatial struc-
tures of both the OCP and PBS core stay intact, which is
not true for the case (Zhang et al., 2014).

Because of the absence of any structural data for the
(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18) trimer of the PBS core, we have uti-
lized the possibility of its computer modeling. The amino

Figure 5. Slices of the (αβ)3–OCP (A) and (αβ)2(PBLCMβ
18)–

OCP (B) complexes were made in PyMOL environment quite
parallel to the face plane of the trimers. Only the protein surfaces
are shown. The slits distinctly seen between APC and OCP
surfaces (A) disappear in (αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18)–OCP complex (B).

Inter-domain cavity of the orange carotenoid protein 5
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acid sequence alignment shows that the β18 polypeptide
is highly homologous (identity 55.9 %) to the APC
β-subunit (Figure 3(B)) while the primary structure of
the PBLCM domain is similar to that of αAPC
(Figure 3(A) and Adir, 2005; Watanabe & Ikeuchi,
2013). The 3D structure of the β18 polypeptide built
through the homology modeling using MODELLER
software (Baker et al., 2001) was found to be very simi-
lar to the crystal structure of the βAPC (Figure 4(B)).
Hence, one of the β polypeptides was virtually extracted
from the APC-trimer disk (presented in Figure 2) and
substituted with the β18 polypeptide. As an intermediary
energy carrier to PBLCM from the bulk APC (Adir,
2005; Watanabe & Ikeuchi, 2013), the β18-subunit in the
obtained model is the nearest neighbor of PBLCM with
closest apposition of their chromophores (Figure 6).

The PB domain of LCM demonstrates high (29.8 %
of identical a.a.) primary structure similarity to the αAPC

(Figure 3(A), and McGregor et al., 2008; Gao et al.,
2012), except for the 59–119 a.a. region, known as PB
loop which is of presently unknown function. The dele-
tion of the PB loop does not influence the PBS assem-
blage, the attachment of PBS to the thylakoid membrane,
and energy transfer from PBS to chlorophyll (Ajlani &
Vernotte, 1998). Also, it does not attribute to auto-chro-
mophorylation of LCM (Gao et al., 2012). So, we have
proposed that the PB loop could participate in OCP
attachment. This assumption is fortified by spatial local-
ization of the PB loop. Its peptide ends, according to the
primary structure of PBLCM and to the primary and ter-
tiary structure of APC (Figure 4(A) and Capuano, Braux,
Tandeau de Marsac, & Houmard, 1991), are situated
exactly on the top of the αAPC tip. This allowed us to
propose that the PB loop could fill the free residual vol-
ume inside the OCP central cavity in (αβ)3–OCP com-
plex (Figure 5(A)). The realized folding of the PB loop

Table 1. Hydrogen bonds between the APC trimer and OCP molecule in complex, according to HEX protein docking server
(Macindoe et al., 2010).

PBS residue OCP residue PBS residue OCP residue

αAPC E48 side chain R9 side chain αAPC Cofactor molecule K29 side chain
R63 side chain S166 side chain Cofactor molecule R89 side chain
D64 pept Hsz K166 side chain E76 side chain A26 pep H
S67 side chain Y171 side chain E48 side chain R9 side chain
P68 pep O T165 side chain E48 side chain K231 side chain
G69 pept O R89 side chain K52 side chain I5 pep O
G70 pept H T165 side chain βAPC K53 side chain R89 pep O
G70 pept O R89 side chain E54 side chain N88 side chain
N71 side chain D164 side chain K58 side chain E34 side chain
N71 side chain D164 pep H

Figure 6. Constructed 3D model of the OCP–PBS interaction. The OCP (orange) is attached to the (αβ)2(PBLCMβ
18)-trimer (cyan)

of the PBS core; the region of the folded PB loop is designated by blue color.
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(through loop-refine class of MODELLER software)
using the complete APC–OCP complex (Stadnichuk
et al., 2013) as a template allowed us to create a con-
formation, where the first 35 residues (59–93 a.a.) of the
PB loop are localized inside the OCP cavity. There was
only one such conformation found among 50 different
variants from MODELLER software. In this conforma-
tion, all the free volume within the OCP central cavity
appears to be filled with PBLCM and both proteins are a
perfect match (Figure 5(B)). DOPE score for PB loop
region of 59–93 a.a. is very good with the mean value of
–0.047. The maximum DOPE value (–0.025) is located
on the triple alanine fragment (78–80 a.a.). The rest of
the PB loop (94–119 a.a.) is located outside the OCP
central cavity (Figure 6) and has much worse mean
DOPE value (–0.026), with zero values on glycine dimer
(104–105 a.a.), presented in the center of outside part of
the PB loop. Therefore, we conclude that using an
(αβ)3–OCP complex as a template, we have got a
verisimilar conformation for the first 35 a.a. residues of
the PB loop which fill the emptiness within the formed
(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18)–OCP complex. The PB loop geometry
of the last 26 a.a. residues loop may vary in comparison
with the one shown in Figure 6.

After the GROMACS (Pronk et al., 2013) geometry
optimization, there are 22 hydrogen bonds revealed
between (αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18) trimer and OCP molecule
(Table 2). Five of them bind OCP to the β18 polypeptide
and another five to the non-PB loop part of PBLCM. The
other 12 hydrogen bonds are formed between OCP mole-
cule and the PB loop, which additionally reflects loop
localization inside the OCP cavity. It is important to note
that both residues forming a salt bridge within the central
cavity in the crystal structure of OCP (R155 and E246,
Wilson et al., 2012) are involved in hydrogen bonds
formation, but the salt bridge is also kept in our model.
As a result, residues I288, L307, and V275 of the OCP

molecule form hydrophobic contact with L64, A64, F66,
and L67 residues of PBLCM. The second small contact is
formed by P232 and F244 of the OCP and F58 and L64
of PBLCM.

The central cavity region in the interface of the
N- and C-terminal domains contains plenty of water
molecules (Wilson et al., 2010). The PB loop adjoins
OCP, supplants the water inside the OCP cavity, and
therefore enlarges the calculated total contact area from
2600 Å2 in the OCP–APC complex (Figure 2) to
3900 Å2 in the constructed OCP–(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18) com-
plex (Figure 6). In conjunction with high spatial comple-
mentarity, we could conclude that OCP interaction with
PBLCM should be more favorable than with the αAPC
and we assume that it could be realized in biochemically
established (Gwizdala et al., 2011; Stadnichuk et al.,
2011) OCP–PBS interaction system.

In αAPC, the Cys81 covalently binds the chromophore
molecule, but in PBLCM a homologous residue is substi-
tuted for serine (Ser163, Figure 3(A)) that cannot attach
the phycobilin. In PBLCM, phycobilin is covalently bound
to the Cys201 residue (Figure 3(A)) which is located
opposite to the αAPC side of the chromophore binding
pocket (Figure 4(C)). As a result (Gao et al., 2012;
McGregor et al., 2008) and also because of the PB loop
folding, the chromophore molecule of PBLCM is pulled
closer to the outside surface of the protein. The resulting
computed chromophore coordinates were used to deter-
mine the distance between the carotenoid in OCP and the
nearest phycobilin chromophore belonging to PBLCM.
The distance between centers of mass of the two pigments
was determined to be 24.7 Å. Since PBLCM accumulates
energy from most of the dozens of short-wavelength chro-
mophores of the PBS (Adir, 2005; Watanabe & Ikeuchi,
2013), the only revealed single carotenoid-phycobilin
quenching pair of OCP–PBLCM could suffice as a quench-
ing center (Stadnichuk et al., 2012, 2013).

Table 2. Hydrogen bonds between (αβ)2(PBLCMβ
18 and OCP molecule in complex, according to HEX protein docking server

(Macindoe et al., 2010).

PBS residue OCP residue PBS residue OCP residue

PBLCM P145 pep O T165 side chain Loop E92 pep O K231 side chain
P145 pep O D64 pep H G99 pep O N 156 side chain
E198 side chain K167 side chain E107 side chain D91 pep H
C201 pep O K167 side chain T113 side chiain K167 side chain
Cofactor R89 side chain R120 side chain S166 side chain

loop S80 pep H R241 pep O R120 side chain S166 pep O
L82 pep H E246 side chain β18 K53 side chain N88 pep O
A83 pep H E246 side chain Q54 side chain N88 side chain
F84 pep O R155 side chain S57 pep O L31 pep H
R87 side chain D19 side chain Q58 side chain E34 side chain
R87 side chain D306 side chain G61 pep H Q30 side chain
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3.2. Molecular model of the OCP–FRP interaction

The 3D models of the complex formed by OCP with the
(αβ)3-trimer of APC (Figure 2 and Stadnichuk et al.,
2013) and the (αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18)-trimer (Figure 6)
revealed the decisive importance of the central cavity of
the OCP in the OCP–PBS interaction. Remarkably, the
cavity surface ideally faces a very characteristic tip jutting
from the lateral bulge of both varieties of PBS core-
trimers (Figures 2 and 6). Besides, the PB loop in the pri-
mary structure of LCM is located exactly within this tip
region. The role of the intradomain cavity of the OCP
was verified in a model of another known interaction of
OCP with the FRP (Figure 7) during restoration of nor-
mal antenna capacity of the PBS (Boulay et al., 2010).

The FRP consists only of α-helices and short disor-
dered loops that connect structured fragments and form an
extended helical stalk and a compact head domain (Sutter
et al., 2013). In the resulting 3D crystal structure, the FRP
was found in dimeric and tetrameric states. Efforts to
generate the tetramer in a solution were not successful;
the dimer form (Figure 7(A)) is predominant, and the
larger form might be a dimer of dimers as a side effect of
the concomitant crystallization procedures (Sutter et al.,
2013). Therefore, we have concentrated on the modeling
of the interaction of the OCP with the monomeric and
dimeric forms of the FRP and have performed docking of
full-length FRP monomer and FRP dimer with the OCP
molecule. It should be noted that on the FRP surface there
is a bulge resembling the αAPC tip (Figure 7). We have
proposed that this bulge may also be involved in the
interaction with OCP molecule. This proposition was con-
firmed through docking experiments. In most of the first
100 resulting structures, the bulge on the FRP surface had
come inside the OCP central cavity. The details of these

complexes are variable. First of all, the FRP molecule
may be rotated conversely against the OCP molecule.
But the first five structures with Etot value in the range of
–4000 to –4500 kJ/mole had the same mutual orientation
of OCP and FRP molecules (Figure 7(B)). The most con-
vincing solution based on the score (Etot = –4580 kJ/mole)
and surface complementarity places the FRP monomer
molecule in the same central cavity of the OCP as the
(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18)-trimer does (Figure 7(B)). The calcu-
lated summary contact area between the OCP and the
monomeric FRP form was about 2550 Å2, which makes it
approximately equal to the surface area of the interface in
OCP–PBS complex. There are 11 hydrogen bonds
between FRP and OCP molecules, that is less than in
modeled OCP–APC and OCP–(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18) com-
plexes, but is quite sufficient for binding (Table 3). The
striking feature of this model is the complete similarity of
the interaction interface of OCP and the ~100 kDa APC
trimer with the interface of the OCP and FRP (only
13 kDa). In this interaction, the head domain of the FRP
molecule plays the role of an APC tip. Tested by
coimmunoprecipitation, the attachment of the C- and
N-terminal domains of the OCP to the FRP had shown
that only the C-terminal domain precipitates with the FRP
(Kirilovsky & Kerfeld, 2013). This result correlates with
our model (Figure 7(B)) where the C-terminal domain of
the OCP interacts both with head and stalk domains of the
FRP, while the N-terminal domain is in contact only with
a part of its compact head domain. The very probable
coincidence of interaction of FRP and of PBS with the
same OCP’s central cavity allows us to propose the
competitive mechanism of FRP function, which interacts
with the OCP and prevents its attachment to the PBS
surface.

Figure 7. Constructed 3D model of OCP–FRP interaction. (A) 3D structure of FRP dimer according to 4JDX code of PDB; two
identical monomers of FRP are shown in red and gray for clarity. (B, C) Two projections of FRP (red) and OCP (orange) complex
model. The head domain of monomeric FRP interacts with the central cavity of OCP.
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3.3. Molecular model of the RCP–PBS interaction

It is proposed that while the OCP triggers the NPQ, the
primarily role of the RCP obtained proteolytically from
the OCP is scavenging singlet oxygen possibly produced
in high light by PBS (Chábera et al., 2011). In this case,
our modeling procedure was based on the hypothetical
model of the RCP originated from OCP by the loss of
C-terminal domain and retaining N-terminal domain and
carotenoid chromophore (Kerfeld, 2004; Leverenz et al.,
2014). In the model (Figure 8 and Kerfeld, 2004), the
carotenoid molecule retained in RCP is partly accessible
to surrounding solution. This model is much more spec-
ulative than previously described, but it could be consid-
ered as a zero-order approximation. Our analysis
demonstrates that in the obtained model of OCP–
(αβ)2(PBLCMβ

18) interaction (Figure 6), the OCP mole-
cule can be easily substituted by the RCP. As seen from
Figure 8, the folded PB loop plays the main role in the
estimated spectroscopical (Leverenz et al., 2014) interac-
tion of the PBS and RCP while the PBS loop has a lar-
ger contact area with the RCP than β18-subunit has.

4. Discussion

Due to the bulky PBS superstructure, it is not clear a pri-
ori where and how the OCP is attached to the PBS core.
Lack of structural data of OCPr also prevented its final
assignment in the PBS. The exact binding site of the
OCP and PBS will be completely elucidated only after
crystal structure data for the PBS core become known. It
was hypothesized that OCP can bind to any bulk
APC660 trimers, which implies several nonspecific bind-
ing sites per PBS (Kirilovsky & Kerfeld, 2013). This
assumption is difficult to combine with current lack of
evidence of the interaction between OCP and isolated
APC trimers in solution (Stadnichuk et al., 2012). An
earlier suggestion that OCP could interact with the PBS
only via its C-terminal domain (Wilson et al., 2008) was
based on the structural similarity of this domain and the
small L7.8 core linker protein of the PBS. The model is
in contradiction with the constant disposition of L7.8 in
the external trimers of the APC-built cylinders in the
PBS core (Adir, 2005). This suggestion was reconsidered
in favor of the N-terminal domain on assumption of

Table 3. Hydrogen bonds between the FRP and OCP molecule in complex, according to HEX protein docking server (Macindoe
et al., 2010).

FRP residue OCP residue FRP residue OCP residue

E53 side chain R164 side chain Q112 side chain R89 pep O
E87 side chain R164 side chain G110 pep O F163 pep H
G90 pep O R239 side chain K133 side chain S29 pep O
K108 side chain N156 side chain L134 carb O N156 side chain
K108 pep O K106 side chain L134 carb O Q228 side chain
E109 pep O K106 side chain

Figure 8. Proposed 3D model of RCP (orange) and (αβ)2(PBLCMβ
18)-trimer (cyan) within the PBS core. The folded loop of PBLCM

(blue) has larger contact area with the RCP than β18 polypeptide does.
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involving of positively charged Arg155 residue in the
N-terminal OCP domain into an interaction with PBS
(Wilson et al., 2010). Recently, the participation of LCM

in anchoring the OCP was confirmed by chemical cross
linking of LCM surface lysine residue with OCP during
OCPr and PBS interaction. On the basis of protein cross-
linking, the OCP was possibly buried between two APC
trimers of the PBS, one of which contains PBLCM

(Zhang et al., 2014). Nevertheless, under this assump-
tion, the closest distance between carotenoid and the
nearest phycobilin molecule is greater (25.8 Å, Zhang
et al., 2014) than in our model (24.7 Å). As the distance
length strongly dictates the efficiency of energy transfer,
this hypothesis is not free from shortcomings either.

Our model has some serial advantages. First of all,
the discerning of PBLCM as the attachment site for OCP
from the bulk APC is easily explained by the interaction
of OCP with the folded PB loop present in LCM. Also,
in our model, the attachment of OCP to the PBS surface
could affect by hydrogen bonds formation the salt bridge
between Arg155 and Glu244, which are in the interface
between the N- and C-terminal domains in the central
OCP cavity (Kerfeld, 2004). In our static crystal struc-
tures-based model, the salt bridge remains intact, but in
real flexible system this bond could be broken. It was
demonstrated earlier, by site-directed mutagenesis, that
the salt bridge between the Arg155 and Glu244 residues
in OCPr is really nonexistent (Wilson et al., 2010).
Besides (see above), the determined distance between the
OCP’s carotenoid and nearest phycobilin of PBLCM is
very reasonable because it does not exceed the distances
between phycobilin chromophores known for APC and
for other phycobiliproteins of the PBS (Adir, 2005). In
conclusion, the important feature of our model is its uni-
versality: it is the obligatory participation of intra-domain
OCP’s cavity and one of the similar characteristic tips on
the αAPC, PBLCM, or FRP surfaces in attachment site
formation in all proposed complexes.
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